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watch 02:56 doctor strange in the multiverse o madness - the
loop do you like this video? play sound this article is about the
real-world reference book. you may be looking for the inuniverse book.
the essential guide to alien species attribution information
author(s) ann margaret lewis illustrator(s) r. k. post publication
information publisher del rey publication date april 3, 2001[1]
type paperback pages 176 dimensions 8.5 x 0.5 x 10.8 inches
weight 1.4 pounds isbn 0345442202 series star wars: essential
guides [source] the essential guide to alien species is a
reference book released by del rey in 2001, written by ann
margaret lewis, and illustrated by r. k. post. it covers 140
species in detail and an additional 25 in a section in the back of
the book. the book comes with a handy chart with the planets
and their constituent species, a pronunciation guide, and a
timeline detailing events from 3,000,000 bby to 30 aby.
like the new essential chronology and galactic phrase book &
travel guide, this book "exists" also as an in-universe
publication, written by mammon hoole.
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star wars: the new essential guide to alien species for
delrey/random house. moving from licensed publishing, ann
began writing science fiction/fantasy, historical fiction, and
sherlock holmes mysteries. her first book, murder in the
vatican: the church my ann margaret lewis began her writing
career writing tie-in children’s books and short stories for dc
comics. she then published two editions of star wars: the new
essential guide to alien species for delrey/random house.
moving from licensed publishing, ann began writing science
fiction/fantasy, historical fiction, and sherlock holmes mysteries.
her first book, murder in the vatican: the church mysteries of
sherlock holmes was the independent book publisher’s award
winner for 2010 and a finalist for the catholic arts and letters
award. she followed that with another sherlock holmes novel
entitled the watson chronicles: a sherlock holmes novel in
stories.
her latest book, warrior of the kizan, is a space opera. and her
work has appeared in the anthologies to be men (2019) and
luna (release 2020). ...more other books in the series star wars:
essential guides (1 - 10 of 17 books)

books by ann margaret lewis more… news & interviewsrecent
4-star historical fiction to read now there’s no time like the
present, we’re told. and this is true, but dedicated readers of
historical fiction are hip to the fact that are many...read
more...22 likes · 5 comments trivia about star wars: the e... no
trivia or quizzes yet. add some now »

the essential guide to alien species |
wookieepedia | fandom
watch 02:56 doctor strange in the multiverse o madness - the
loop do you like this video? play sound this article is about the
in-universe book. you may be looking for the real-world
reference book.
the essential guide to alien species was a book written by a
ghost writer based on data collected by the shi'ido
anthropologist mammon hoole. the work was published during
the rule of the new republic by a publisher on the planet
coruscant.[1]
behind the scenes[]
hoole's book is the in-universe equivalent to the real-world book
the essential guide to alien species, which was written by ann
margaret lewis and published by del rey in 2001.[1]
sources[]
the essential guide to alien species (first mentioned)
notes and references[]
1. ? 1.0 1.1 the essential guide to alien species
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